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Preamble: To prophetically address injustices by their name

(1) On its 14th General Assembly from October 1st to October 3rd, 2011, the KAB, under the motto "Fair sharing instead of social division - sustained living and working", has highlighted fundamental positions and steps for the urgently needed social and ecological transformation. We have made it clear that far-reaching decisive points are necessary for solidarity and a just world. That is why, with our future model of the employment society, we are committed to a successful coexistence of people, new forms of work and an "economy of justice", for a comprehensive distributive justice, for a social democracy and a guaranteed basic income. Furthermore, we are firmly convinced: „A different world is possible if we divide fairly rather than make social divides!“

In order to promote justice, far-reaching changes are necessary. In his encyclical "Laudato si", Pope Francis emphasizes the urgency of a socio-ecological transformation towards more justice for the poor and excluded. This is great support and encouragement for us. We want to address the injustices prophetically by their names and ask:

- Who exercises authority over whom?
- Who exercises authority over all of us?
- Who benefits from the economics of our days on whose costs?
- Can the capitalist economy have a future?
- What must change?

We must recognize the exploitative and consolidated structures of power and domination, understand their scheme logic and change them, so that through a socially inclusive economy a decent life becomes reality for all.

See: „... and their high officials exercise authority over them.“ (Mt 20,25)

„A powerful man covers the other, / behind them both stand still ones even more powerful...” (Koh 5,7b)

„Jesus called them together and said, “You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise authority over them.” (Mt 20,25)
(2) A "sign of the times" is the "concentration of power of the economy".² The globally active financial capital (banks, stock exchanges, funds, etc.) dominates and directs business and politics. 147 companies control 40 percent of the world's 43,060 multinational corporations and generate more than 60 percent of global sales. The 35 most powerful companies in the world control more than a third of world trade.³ Financial capital is the ruler and leader of the economy. The result is ongoing power struggles: power struggles within the economy for sovereignty over state and politics, finally the power struggle between the states.⁴ These power struggles are decided by the rulers and the stronger at the expense of the working people, the job-seeking, the weak, the poor and the excluded.

(3) The capitalist world system exercises structural violence. The rich countries of the North assert their economic and military power and rule over the poor countries of the South. They exploit the raw materials, export their highly subsidized agricultural products and thus destroy the local economy. They buy land and thereby violate claims of ownership, customary rights and the self-sufficiency of the local population. Free trade agreements protect the multinational corporations and the markets of the rich economies. They strengthen their economic power and thereby make an unjust world trade permanent. The share of the poorest countries in world trade has fallen to 0.5 percent. Oppression, poverty and misery are the consequences. The life of the poor becomes an "object of speculation" of the rich. We live at the expense of others and can do so because we are more powerful than them. Our prosperity is based not only on achievement, work and a relatively good social system, but also on structural violence and permanent exploitation. " We do not live beyond our means, but over the means of others."⁵

(4) The capitalist mode of economy is based on the structural exploitation of human labour by those who exercise political and economic power in their favour and profit from it. The expansion of markets, commodity production and monetary economy means a reversal of purpose and means: The goods produced are only incidental to the satisfaction of human needs. The main issue is the increase of money as capital. This process of capital multiplication has become an end in itself. Human labour is the means to this end. A system of unfreedom emerges. Capital and labour are dominated by self-purpose of money making. This domination is expressed by the disposition over property and possession, in the appropriation of the surplus value of labour by capital, and in the transformation of common goods into commodities. The main players are major corporations. They bend the law in their favour, corrupt it, put an end to democratic procedures and take the state and politics into their service. They centre their market power and undermine the competition. The "global players" displace small and medium-sized enterprises. The result is an oligarchy: the domination of a small group of globally active financial capital owners who are damaging our democratic order.

(5) This development is accelerated by the representatives of the radical market doctrine. This presents itself as a doctrine of salvation with a quasi-religious character: The Almighty
God "Market" will judge everything, and he demands a sacrifice! The labour markets are deregulated, multinational corporations rewarded with tax gifts and a redistribution from the bottom to the top is practised. Power monopolies are established and common goods are transferred to private property. The creation is sacrificed on the altar of the economy. Social cohesion is being damaged. The poor and the job-seekers are despised as "superfluous". "The greed for power and property knows no boundaries." The common good has no value anymore. The ideology of growth forces people onto the treadmill of "getting more and more".

Through the "fetishism of money" emerges the "dictatorship of an economy without face and without a truly human goal", violence, fear and social division arise. Pope Francis pointed this out in his speech at the Third World Meeting of Social Movements: "The system is terrorist." (6) The consequence of the dictatorship of this economy without a humane goal for society is a structural social division and an increase in inequality – also in our country. The concentration of wealth increases. The eight richest men in the world have as much as the poorer half of the world's population of some 3.6 billion people. One percent of the world's population owns half of the world’s wealth. The ten percent of the richest households in Germany have 64 percent of assets. The "wealth arises unequally and is concentrated on the basis of social power." Particularly problematic is the fact that the political influence is closely linked to the amount of the property - the interests of the poor are not taken into account in politics. The income of employees is redistributed in favour of capital owners. More and more workers can’t live decently from their work. The precarious activity is expanding. The gender hierarchy between men and women has not yet been overcome. Through the "work 4.0" concept, there is once again the pressure on workers to adapt to the tact of the machines or even lose their jobs completely because of automation. The future image of a "work 4.0" is promoted, in which the workers adapt themselves to the tact of the machines or are completely dropped because of automation. The flexibility requirements of the companies are increasing. The promise of freedom after a self-determined period is not held. Many are suspended, feel helpless and socially declassified, as their work and life are decided over their heads. This is how the mistrust of the economic elites, the political class, and democracy itself is growing. It forms a breeding ground for racism and exclusion, and not least for the rise of the extreme right-wing and right-wing populist parties.

(7) The global concentration of power and the exercise of power and domination undermine the urgently needed forces for change towards a socially-ecological economy, which must be solid, just and sustainable. A change is urgently needed because: Climate change already has dramatic consequences. Each year, seven million tonnes of plastic waste are released into the world's oceans. The garbage dumps of this world are overflowing because of our "throw-away culture". Social conflicts are increasing. Over 65 million people are on the run all over the world. The rich want to help, but they do not want to share. The poor and the excluded are no longer satisfied with the empty promises of "catchup" development. Partitioning of the rich societies from these developments is not possible unless we betray our democratic, civilized and, first and foremost, Christian values.
(8) Social and environmental distortions are inextricably linked. *It is not about individual problems, but about the whole system.* Pope Francis asks the question: "Do we recognize that this system has enforced the logic of profit at all costs without thinking of social exclusion or the destruction of nature?" His answer is: “Yes, it is so, I insist, let us say it fearlessly: We want a change, a real change, a change in structures. This system is no longer acceptable; the Campesinos cannot bear it, the workers cannot bear it, the communities cannot bear it, the peoples cannot bear it (...). And just as little does the earth (...).” It is time to ask questions the system!

**Judge:** „ He has brought down rulers from their thrones (...) but has sent the rich away empty.“ (Lk 1, 52.53)

„ I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery. You shall have no other gods before me. (...)Do not make any gods to be alongside me; do not make for yourselves gods of silver or gods of gold.“ (Ex 20,2-3.23)

„ The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.“ (Lk 4,18.19)

(9) The message of the Bible is that of the liberating God. The primordial experience is the liberation of the people of Israel from the exploitative and oppressive power and rule system of the land of slavery, Egypt. The slavery imposed by the powerful, the exploitative work as an instrument of dominion and annihilation (Ex 1: 13,14, Ex 5: 6, 21), has come to an end by the act of deliverance of God. The God of Israel stands for liberation from domination, oppression and slavery. No man can rule over another. Power and dominion belong to the liberating God alone.¹⁴

(10) The Torah, the five books of Moses, contains the notion of an egalitarian society in many places, such as the provisions of the fall or year of Jubilee (Deut 15: 1-6) (Exod 23: 11-11, Lev 25: 1-7): „Consecrate the fiftieth year and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you; each of you is to return to your family property and to your own clan“ (Lev 25,10). It is a year of liberation for all. The original conditions are restored. A social balance in ownership and ownership status is created. Immediate access to essential food is made available to the poor. It is about an emancipation of the poor, who now own the means of production. The power of the mighty is limited. This is also done through the Sabbath Law (Exod. 20: 8-11, Deuteronomy 5: 12-15). It reminds every seven days of the liberating God. The exemption from work applies to humans and animals. Hardship and burden of labour, oppression and alienation are to come to an end.

(11) The New Testament puts Jesus "in" the story of the liberation of the God of Israel with the people. The Son of God is sent to proclaim their deliverance to the poor, and to proclaim
the year of the Lord's favour (Lk 4: 18-19). Power and dominion are "used" to the benefit the poor and the excluded, as the righteousness of God excludes them at the dawn of the kingdom of God (Mt 5: 3). Jesus calls for the decision between the idols and the true God: „You cannot serve both God and money“ (Mt 6,24). Those who think themselves right now are put in the wrong because their unjust acts are revealed. Thus the domination and power relations are reversed: „But many who are first will be last, and the last first“ (Mk 10,31; vgl. Mt 19,30; Lk 13,30). It is also said: „He has brought down rulers from their thrones but has lifted up the humble. He has filled the hungry with good things but has sent the rich away empty“ (Lk 1,52). The rule of God frees people from the yoke of exploitation and oppression. Jesus sides with the poor and powerless, and propagates the disempowerment of the mighty. This drives him into conflict with the powerful of his time and leads to his murder.

(12) The current social doctrine of the Church is very critical of the current economy. Pope Francis says "No to an economy of exclusion and disparities of income", because: "This economy kills." The excluded cannot even be exploited anymore, but are sorted out, made into rubbish. Egoism leads to a "globalization of indifference". We are incapable of compassion. Our gods are called money and market. "We have created new idols. The worship of the ancient golden calf (see Ex 32: 1-35) has found a new and merciless form in the fetishism of money and in the dictatorship of an economy without face and without a truly humane goal." Thus the primacy of man is denied. The economically and politically powerful conceal the problems and the consequences.

(13) Considering the destruction of man and nature, the future does not belong to an unbridled ideology of growth, but to a "holistic ecology that takes into account the larger image: Environment, business, social issues and cultural life." This includes accepting a decline in growth in some parts of the world so that" which benefits the poor can grow."

Act: „They will not labour in vain.“ (Isaiah 65,23)

„They will build houses and dwell in them; they will plant vineyards and eat their fruit. No longer will they build houses and others live in them, or plant and others eat. For as the days of a tree, so will be the days of my people; my chosen ones will long enjoy the work of their hands. They will not labour in vain.“ (Isaiah 65,21-23)

„We are looking forward (...) to a new heaven and a new earth, where righteousness dwells.“ (2 Petr 3,13)

(14) We know: A "good life" for all people is possible! Therefore, capitalism must be replaced by a "post-growth society". We shape this transition through democratic politics. We must act now! Time is scarce in the face of the progressive abuse of man and nature. Therefore, in our action as a movement for social justice against the "globalization of indifference", we support a globalization of justice, decent work, solidarity and qualitative prosperity.
(15) The "globalization of justice" is the central task of the 21st century. Justice and distribution are the main themes. We campaign for just and fair world trade structures. For us, this means that the basic values of freedom, equality, solidarity and tolerance apply to all. The rich countries of the North renounce privileges, claims to power and domination. The international institutions are fundamentally democratized. The goals for sustainable development of the United Nations are implemented in a direct and timely manner.

(16) Furthermore, "Globalization of Justice" means: We are committed to the socialisation of private ownership of natural resources such as land, soil and water. We are starting a public discussion about which privatized assets will be, by means of statutory provision, transferred to common property. This also applies to the means of production. We follow the testimony of one of our founding fathers, Bishop Ketteler, who preached this: "It (the Catholic Church) does not recognize in human beings any absolute right of ownership over the goods of the earth, but only a right of use in the order established by God." The sale of common goods by privatization must be stopped before anything else: It must be reversed wherever it happens. The "food" of all cannot be traded and gambled with. They are not economic but life goods, which must ensure the primacy of common goods for the satisfaction of needs of all. We intend to expand ownership structures that are subject to democratic controls and promote the participation of parties in the interest of the common good and the interests of the community. The future belongs to the common use and sharing of goods and services, so that the goods of the earth are abundant and accessible to all.

(17) In the face of the scandalous distribution of fortune and property and the appropriation of the added value of work by the few, justice means: Create distributive justice! We are firmly convinced: Equal opportunities cannot exist without distributive justice. That is why we are committed to a structural, gender-oriented and comprehensive distribution policy. For us, this is a key to the "system question" and a central step towards a "globalization of justice". Distribution issues decide over war and peace. Crucial to this is a fair tax policy, which must be coordinated and enforced both at European and international level. Wealth must be more heavily taxed! The "gainful employment" factor is systematically discriminated against income from capital. This must finally come to an end! We, as women and men of the KAB, are committed to this.

(18) The "globalization of decent work" can only be achieved if our present economic practice is replaced by the "activity society" and thus by an "economy of justice". We want to live and work holistically and liberally! All forms of work are subject to the claim of human dignity, for work is the immediate expression of the human person. We want to put an end to the subjugation of labour under authority and power relations and to prevent a new class society. Work must therefore be liberating labour; it must be an "activity". For this we need the liberation from false labour: from slavery, of child labour, from exploitative working conditions, from forms of work which harm nature, from gender specific division of labour between women and men, from precarious work and low wages, from temporary employment,
from a "round-the-clock" employment, from the obligation to work and work stress, from work that must follow the pace of the machines or the digitization. "All people must be able to pursue decent work - in our country and worldwide." This also includes a fair pay. This includes equal pay for equal work for women and men. The introduction of the statutory minimum wage in Germany is a great success for us. But we will have to fight for a significant increase in the minimum wage, considering the solidification of the low wage sector, because the legal minimum wage still does not protect against poverty. And: We also need a "global minimum wage" of at least one dollar per hour for the worlds poor.

(19) For us, decent work is the guiding principle on which the debate about "Labour 4.0" must be based. That new technological developments will create a better working environment for all, quasi-automatically, as the policies and parts of the unions propagate, is an "illusion 4.0". That is why, today, where radical technological changes are to take place in the form of cyber-physical production systems, and "work without boundaries" forms of work (such as crowd working, involuntary self-employment) are becoming more and more present, we need a significant expansion of employee participation in corporate constitution and "economic democracy". The hype surrounding a new "machine age" displaces urgently needed debates about what people really need. We need, for example, an expansion and a higher financial remuneration for the services close to the person, such as a decent care and work for those employed in nursing. We insist on the redemption of the primacy of working people before the capital factor.

(20) Against the "globalization of indifference", we advocate for a "globalization of solidarity", a "new universal solidarity". To make visible the invisible suffering and misery of the poorest, the displaced connections with our "prosperity" and the deadly "shadow aspects" of the capitalist world system, are the first act of solidarity. Learning to see the world from the perspective of the poor is a task that we want and need to learn with the poor themselves and in partnership with their movements. It is an act of solidarity when we publicly confront the contempt for the marginalized and the prejudices. We give them a voice which is made speechless by the prevailing power and dominion structures. Our goal is to politicize the scandalous state of our world.

(21) "Globalization of solidarity" also means: The social, civic, political and economic structures must be such that solidarity is not only made possible but actively promoted. Wherever the weak are played off against the strong, core staff against temporary workers, "Germans" against "foreigners", old against young, men against women, we make a stand. As a movement for social justice, we strongly insist on solidarity. Solidarity is the foundation for freedom, peace and a "good life" for everyone. Solidarity is a constitutive component of our Christian faith and requires a regulative anchoring. This applies to us as an association, as a church community and for the Church as a whole. We evaluate all policy measures on whether they promote the principle of solidarity, gender equality and strengthen the social
cohesion of society. We want a "strong" church, which makes the commitment to the rights of the poor, jobseekers and workers its main concern.

(22) We want a "globalization of qualitative prosperity" for everyone. Prosperity in abundance, secured by barbed wire and the military, while others are starving and live in want, does not make you happy. Social prosperity for everyone is possible through a solidarity and equitable distribution policy on a world scale. Social Security, an unconditional basic income and a "universal social income" for all are essential for this.33 The education crisis prevents prosperity, attendance and participation as well as a self-determined life not only in the poor countries of the South but also in our country. We too need to invest more money into our education system! The education gap reflects the social division of our society here and around the world.34 Educational prosperity is a step towards prosperity for all!

(23) Finally, to make the common good the basis of the economic and political action of all, leads to a society in which one respects the other, and the economy fulfils the function which actually corresponds to it: To serve the prosperity of all people and to provide "for the common house" 35. "Time prosperity" gives space for common living together, enables freedom, creates time for new forms of life and work, for volunteer and democratic commitment, for leisure and play. Having more truly free time is a qualitative prosperity progress towards a better life. More and more people ask about the "meaning of the whole", about the sense of their life, they explore new paths, change their lifestyle: They want to live a meaningful life. Considering fragility of life, the longing for a life and work in balance is growing, according to the motto "not-having-to-bend" under the dictates of power and money.

„I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.“ (Jn 10,10)

(24) The rebellion against injustice is the strongest political force in human history. Everywhere, this combative force is visible to this day: In the social movements that fight for justice all over the world; In workers 'movements and workers' organizations, which dare to fight for the rights of working men and women; In the many projects, initiatives and mergers that sustainably operate and firmly promote social-ecological transformation; In our own actions as women and men of the KAB and as an association when we accuse the unjust power and rule structures and act in solidarity. These are the encouraging "signs of the times." Jesus has accused the unjust power and rule structures of his time and called for a radical "revaluation". In place of the exploitative rule of the mighty, he has set the "history of hope" of a world in which all live "life to the fullest" (Jn 10,10). He opposed the "system logic" of power and violence with the radical commandment to love our enemies. (Mt 5,43.44) Against the merciless "systemic logic" of violence and counter-violence, Jesus puts the most powerful power of all powers: The commandment of love. In the self-perception of the KAB in Germany we have formalized: „To work and live with dignity and solidarity. There we develop the future, for that we organize change. Together, make the Christian values become deeds. "36 That is what we stand for!
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